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PROTECT THE RICH. SERVE THE FAMOUS. HUNT THE GUILTY.NYPD Red is the elite, highly

trained task force assigned to protect the rich, the famous, and the connected. And Detective Zach

Jordan and his partner Kylie MacDonald-the woman who broke his heart at the police academy-are

the best of the best, brilliant and tireless investigators who will stop at nothing to deliver justice.

Zach and Kylie's New Year's celebrations are cut short when they're called to the home of billionaire

businessman Hunter Alden, Jr. after he makes a grisly discovery in his townhouse garage. When

Alden's teenage son goes missing soon afterwards, and his father seems oddly reluctant to find

him, Zach and Kylie find themselves in the middle of a chilling conspiracy that threatens everyone in

its wake-especially their city's most powerful citizens.  NYPD Red 3 is the next sensational novel in

James Patterson's explosive new series, a thriller that goes behind the closed doors of New York

high society and into the depths of depravity.
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Praise for NYPD Red:"Thrillers don't get a whole lot more entertaining than NYPD Red....With its

nonstop action and its wicked wit, it's as much fun as your favorite summer

blockbuster."--nightsandweekends.com"Inventive murder, sex, chemistry, investigation, more

murder, more sex....Wonderfully told."--bookreporter.com

James Patterson has had more New York Times bestsellers than any other writer, ever, according



to Guinness World Records. Since his first novel won the Edgar Award in 1977 James Patterson's

books have sold more than 300 million copies. He is the author of the Alex Cross novels, the most

popular detective series of the past twenty-five years, including Kiss the Girls and Along Came a

Spider. He writes full-time and lives in Florida with his family.

In traditional James Patterson fashion NYPD RED 3 is right on point with its first two in the series.

For those of you that like a drama like Criminal Minds or Law and Order this series is for you. They

arenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t long reads and move at a very fast pace. I mention those shows because it

feels like he brings you full circle in an hour and you wonder where the time went.They offer some

twists and turns you did not see coming with the terrific rapport that he builds with

DetectiveÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Jordan and MacDonald past and present. It is an interesting concept

that Patterson and Karp have built together in a series that feels like it could be a long running one. I

would highly recommend this series to anyone who is a fan of Patterson or just a fan of a good fast

paced crime thriller.

Mgmt review:Many characters, too much "fantasy" & "romance".Details:1)I was struggling

throughout the book with the many characters that are somehow involved.At the end it was ok, but I

was at my limit (I'm really not good at remembering characters - therefore I don't read fantasy

books, hehe).2a)While the previous books where (in my opinion) "balanced" and maybe more bent

towards the descriptions of the "bad guys", this one spends quite a lot of time putting the focus on

the "good guys" - for my taste the opposite would have been better.2b)This specific book focuses at

30% with personal drama/romance => I personally really wanted to avoid this kind of books => at

the end things seem to be stable, so there are good chances for the next book to be again "neutral"

=> if it won't then I will give it 3 stars and stop reading the series/author.3)In the end I gave to this

book only 3 stars mainly because there were just too many characters involved + too many

characters did just what they were meant to do + I'm still not sure why some characters exist or did

something specific.Don't understand me wrong - there were twists in the story - it's just that I never

felt like that there was "a way out" of any possible situation.Pondering about the whole situation, I'm

still not sure what the motivation for some chars was - Stephen King would have easily slipped into

the book those 1000 extra pages to describe their current nightmares & dreams, hehe... .All in all I

was a bit disappointed by this episode.

I am so glad when a James Patterson book comes out. Each one is unique in the plot and story line



and I enjoy all of them and look forward to the next one. I especially like that the chapters are short

and concise and not filled with long agonizing details for the reader to plow through....Keep them

coming please.........

This book followed the classic Patterson formula- crime is committed (usually a murder), detectives

or investigator (professional or amateur) begin investigation, some classic twists are thrown in, and

the good guys save the day.This was a super quick read and I've enjoyed the NYPD Red series. I

like to read James Patterson novels spaced between the heavier books to give me something

lighter that's a quick read. While I enjoyed this book, it was far from my favorite in the series. I liked

that it focused a little more on the personal lives of Zach and Kylie, but i found it hard to believe

these were the same fearless detectives solving these high profile cases. Their personal lives read

more like teen fiction. Other than that, a really fast read that kept my attention. I'll plan on reading #4

in 2016.

For a month they were inseparable and then nothing. They were both detectives part of NYPD Red

which was a unit for detectives with outstanding records of accomplishment. The magic that they

once shared was gone although they were still partners in police work. He had developed deep

feeling for someone else after the breakup but her ex-husband contacted her due the serious illness

of his mother and asked if she would help him during this time. Because of past history, he became

suspicious and immediately thought that she was using it to reunite with her ex. Thoughts and

words were used and it appeared that she was going to leave him. So much occurred that it's

impossible to express without revealing the total story.

NYPD 3 is the 3rd book in the NYPD Red series with Detectives Zach Jordan and Kylie MacDonald,

who solve crimes against the rich, famous and the powerful. This book is about the kidnapping of a

rich and powerful billionaire's son.This book is written in the same James Patterson style. Fast

moving pace, with short chapters. Lots of twists and turns.What I also enjoy about this book is how

well we get to know the characters, not only their professional lives but their personal lives as well.

We get to see all the personal drama played out in both their lives.It isn't necessary to have to read

the other books first. There is plenty of mentions of the previous books in NYPD Red 3.I definitely

recommend this book to those who enjoy mystery/thriller books. James Patterson fans won't be

disappointed.



NYPD Red is excellent. Great characters, great storytelling. These books are a win win. Take the

time to try them.
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